ROCKERILLA #370 – June 2011 (Italia)
Messiah Complex marks the return of the
Italian New Wave, the one that has been
able to keep in pace with the times in the
evolution of technology and sounds, while
preserving its musical style.
Temple of Venus are able to grasp the
intricacies of the musical notation and the
cure of the vocal parts, strictly in English. A
peculiarity: in some tracks, drum machines
and other synth programs follow an
unexpected and irregular line of the 4/4
beat, and even this particular sounds good
as well, and gives even more emphasis to
the songs. But the main thing is that this
record is enjoyable but not commercial in
any way.
Beautiful to listen and to admire with its attractive graphics.
Cristiano Pellizzaro – Rating 8 out of 10

ASCENSION MAGAZINE #27 – Spring/Summer 2011 (Italia)
Piero Lonardo, Temple of Venus’ voice, once wrote me by e-mail that "MESSIAH COMPLEX” in fact represent
for us, with the proper proportions, the change from Joy Division to New Order. Here, luckily, nobody died.
However, when our drummer left, we had to face a series of choices." These are the vicissitudes which led the
band from Bologna, who was inspired by the guitars of Sad Lovers & Giants, The Cure and Sound (as
witnessed by the previous album "Endless?"), to express with a more synthetic standard its new drives.
The album, a concept that tells the adventures of The Sugar Sandy Sandman, a sort of Silver Surfer travelling
among introspection, fantastic voyages and distorted reality, is a full immersion in style into electropop sound
surrounded by the Peter Hook's bass sound with which New Order managed to overcome the departure of Ian
Curtis from the world of the living (to enter in
the world of myths).
Synths and guitars divide into equal parts the
task of setting in motion the nine songs on a
cd where the nostalgia is often forced to
struggle
with
sadness,
anger
and
disillusionment. It is not a battle against
windmills, but a strong emotional conflict from
which rise "factory school’s" isolationism gems
(as the beautiful and sad "Hide & Seek") and
lashes of smart electropop like "Sugar
Sadman" and "Hey Stranger" (another
synthetic
track
in
the
background
characterized by a bass tune that is totally
Peter Hook style).
Recorded in Bologna, but designed and
printed in London, this CD (as in the case of
the calabrian Other Voices) is an irrefutable
confirmation of the capacity of adaptation and absorption of sound that we Italians do have for the music
coming from the land of Albion. Besides, what else could we expect from a band that entitled an album "May
18th 1980" in memory of Ian Curtis (album released in 1999 for the famous Toast Records of Turin) and now
has decided to translate with synthesizers their deepest emotions?
Alex Daniele

MUSICPLUS – Spring 2011 (Italia)
This CD is on sale (even) in London. This CD comes after a silence that lasted several years. This CD is the
new album of Temple Of Venus. The Temple of Venus is a band from Bologna in business since 1984. The
Temple of Venus are new wave. The
Temple of Venus with "Messiah Complex"
have changed Joy Division’s clothes of and
now they are New Order. A step forward
without any doubt. "Messiah Complex"is the
beginning of a new adventure. An adventure
that is now in the hands of a couple of
musicians. The Temple of Venus played in
England achieving great support. The
Temple of Venus will be back in England to
play.
A luxury digipack package houses nine
tracks of dark electro wave. The Temple of
Venus could also be played in a disco clubs
and this is not negative. A CD to listen and
listen again.
Andrea Tinti

NTWK #160 – July 2011 (Italia)
Gecko’s word...
Electropop is back! I'm talking about good stuff,
quality and above all, Italian. Piero Lonardo and
Alessandro Montillo are the heart and mind of Temple
of Venus, new wave project born in Bologna in 1984.
An old musical genre for which they have been able to
keep pace with the times for the sound and
technology in the course of their project.
It is surprising to know that only in 1997 they released
their first production after several demo tapes, until the
current Messiah Complex, self-produced and
showcased in some London clubs last spring in a
short promotional tour. You will enjoy both the music
and the graphics that accompany Messiah Complex.
Listen to them and you will be looking for their
previous works on cdbaby.com.
BLOG DI OUT – 2011 (Italia)
An Electropop Concept - by Claudia
Amantini
It is a pleasure to receive packages by mail,
especially if they’re not from Equitalia (=
italian IRS), especially for the content.
That's how I found myself "Messiah
Complex", Temple of Venus’ last effort, in
my hands
A beautiful Digipack, a graphic that says it
all: the illustration on the cover made me
think at first glance of Stefano Ricci, but it is
all work of Luca Nieddu, able to satisfy the
eye, eye that, as always, wants his share.
And the graphics is enjoyable, not only the
cover, but the entire outfit (interior, manual,
etc..).
Temple of Venus is a band active in Bologna since 1984, new-wave matrix, comparisons that inevitably make
you think about Joy Division and New Order (what a nice comparisons ...).
The new album combines new-wave with electro-pop, with excellent results. And I say that as great fan of rock
sounds ...
"Messiah Complex" is a self-produced album printed in London, where TOV did promotional tours.
A concept album, nine songs in strict English, a rhytm supported by keyboards, bass, guitars, drum machines
and programming. An 80s sound that looks so actual. Different atmospheres inside: sadness, anger, darkness

... it starts with "Across the Stars", stretches the gloomy/dark carpet of "Hide & Seek" and "Goodnight", raise
the tones with "Sugar Sandman" and " Hey Stranger", each song seems to have a proper identity, then, you
know, everyone may name their own" favorites " after personal listening.
Temple of Venus line-up is essential, a duo: Piero Lonardo, a founder member, vocals, synth and a deadly
bass, and Alessandro Montillo, guitars and drum programming. A duo able of creating great music.
To make it short: OUT suggests ... Temple of Venus!
Messiah Complex is available for purchase on iTunes Music Store and on the net on cdbaby.com,
www.templeofvenus.it rockit.it and in some specialty stores including Disco D’Oro Discorama and Semm Music
Store in Bologna.
SOUNDS BEHIND THE CORNER - 2011 (Italia)
Temple of Venus is a band from Bologna, active since 1984. Perhaps not too popular in our area, but deserving
of much, much more for their talent, after several years of recent work inspired by the first new wave, and the
hollow sound between coldwave and darkwave, not forgetting Joy Division’s legacy, now they’re calling this
pleasant album, surprisingly between darkwave, electro and indie, with reminiscences of Peter Hook / New
Order bass, Clan Of Xymox influences, and completely new solutions.
"Messiah Complex" provides a change of direction after four years of commitment, in the hands of Piero
Lonardo (vocals, bass, synths and founder of the band) and Alessandro Montillo (guitar, back vocals, drum
programming), after a short and positive showcase tour in England. Some of "Messiah Complex"’s sonic and
stylistic drives place were already announced – for the most attentive – in last album "Endless?" and in the
songs made for compilations "United Forces Of Phoenix" (Nomadism Records) and "The Holy Hour
Compilation" Vol . 1.
It is time now for a concept album, The
theme is the character and the story of
Sandy-Sugar Sandman, a sort of Silver
Surfer (Marvel comics) that rises to mythical
and symbolic, almost a bridge (messiah,
preacher, mediator) between two worlds, the
ours, in need of every possible salvation,
and an alien and futuristic one.
The opening is as intense as a poster,
"Across the Stars" between voices
reverberated and echoes introduces a
sustained electro rhythm, contemporary,
that gradually gives room to the keyboards
and a deep bass, the true guide of the
melody that leavens the whole song, and
takes your breath away by tapping the
strings of our interiority.
Come too full-bodied and scratching guitars,
and Piero’s singing, and the hypnotic journey begins. It is surprising the contrast between vocals and bass, so
humans and internalized, and the electronic instruments. "Hide And Seek" between an abstract drumming on a
suspended void, takes off with the arrival of the guitar riffs, characterized here by a well cured phrasing, while
the voice gradually acquires depth, until the final crescendo.
"Goodnight" seems to start between alien keyboards, drops of abstract sounds on a deaf drum, with a typically
dark bass; it's one of the most visionary songs of the CD, which connects crunch sound, in a almost cinematic
atmopsphere, between science fiction and metaphysics, à la Andrei Tarkovskij, with a voice unusually angelic
and sweet, the come the guitars drawing cyclically the melody until the liberating full instrumental.
"Sugar Sandman" is focuses on the main character of the concept, and opens a different atmosphere,
animated by the swirling bass, the rhythm and the guitars in perfect tune, until it touches a dark electro with
clear rock style. More alien, as if would have come from other spaces of an unpublished Starry Messenger, is
"Inside Me Anything", innovative in the suspended instrumentation and almost slowed, but alive and full of soul
thanks to its vocals choices, is complicated by an instrumental point of view in the second half, until it becomes
an anthem, almost choral.
Simply dragging is "Hey Stranger", with its dynamic and elegant dancefloor rhythm, built with taste, with skilful
guitars and keyboards, to the final master for and "extremely musical" bass, here set like a gem, not too veiled
homage to the New Order. It starts suspended between IDM beats, to reveal itself in the end a song with
flashes of rock and an use of the bass nearly postpunk-funk, the contemporary "Metropolitan" with the
ambiguous theme that winds between individualism and mass suburban loneliness and cosmic, is a poetic
story among electronic icy, and nervous guitars in the end. It closes the successful work "Tonight Can Be
Done", conducted by Piero’s full voice, among almost EBM synths of considerable effect.
Everything has been emphasized by Luca Nieddu’s inspired graphic work, cured in the smallest details, who
covers the cd, made in a multi-panel digipack all decorated, another note of taste for one of the special CDs of
the times.
Phaeton

ROCK SHOCK - 2011 (Italia) – 4 stars out of 5 !
Active for the past three decades, the Temple Of Venus from Bologna, founded in 1984, released their first
official album in 1997. After so many demos, the band released their first job Zig'D'Bomb that earned them
comparisons to Echo & The Bunnymen, The Sound and The Cure.
This enthusiasm led them to obtain a contract with the label Tost Records who produced the second album, an
EP titled 18th May 1980 in honor of Ian Curtis.
Even in later years, the band, led by Piero Lonardo, currently supported only by Alessandro Montillo, did not
change their sound, remaining in the pure
New Wave.
After some participations in compilations of
gothic-rock and wave, in 2011 comes out
this new album, Messiah Complex, the
result of 4 years of work.
Messiah Complex, presented with a very
catchy graphic design by Luca Nieddu, is a
concept album starring Sandy the sugar
sandman a sort of new Silver Surfer.
The first track, Across The Stars, start
strong with synths and electronic sounds
that recall the very early New Order
between echoes and voices in the delay;
almost eight minutes of pure new wave spirit
that should go on forever.
More quiet and introverted is the
subsequent Hide & Seek, which opens the
door to Goodnight, the most experimental and dark song of the entire work.
More akin to new wave sounds of Joy Division is instead Sugar Sandman, with a soft start and a wild final ride.
We continue listening to these long songs, very distant from the fashionable sounds that fill the return of the
new wave in the alternative airplays. Maybe this is its point of strength, playing the 80s but with a modern look
that distinguishes the Temple of Venus from the myriad of Curtis-clones that come out every day.
The hypnotic Inside Me Anything leads us to Hey Stranger, a song featuring a great attire to the Chemical
Brothers, but with a strong bass Joy Division’s tune.
Metropolitan slightly drops the tension even if there are some interesting guitar riffs, but the following Love's A
Thing You Can Heal From leads us again in a vortex of sound to the great finale with the hammering and acid
final Tonight Can Be Done, one of the best songs of the album.
This work from Temple of Venus is the proof that you can do new wave of interest in the new millennium,
without sounding like clones. Bravo!
IL MUCCHIO – 2011 (Italia)
Born in Bologna in 1984, Temple of Venus are a band straddling among the legend and the anonymity and,
trust us, it's a real shame. Their new album, "Messiah Complex", following the previous "Endless?" (2003) and
a promo of 2004, surprising......ly titled "Promo 2004" is the result of four years of work and a very basic line-up,
with the founder Piero and Alessandro
Lonardo Montillo as the only witness to a
revolution in sound, modest but happy. The
real riots are the silent ones and that's why
you hear the sequence of songs on this
album, it captures a feeling of excitement
mixed with a heard of someone who knows
typical glimpse of the new and beautiful in
detail. It's true: the influences seem too
blatant, all related to that single, huge
omnivorous hat named "English new wave",
but at the same time, the grafts are obvious
personal developments that make a disc
well above average.
The impression is that they managed to
keep one foot open a door (or the big door
of Factory Records) facing the past, with the
intent to cultivate it with their own hands.
Not all the song have been kissed by the muse with equal generosity and we would are not very concerned that
this is a concept album but, if you give "Messiah Complex" more than a casual listening, it will be easy to
forgive some naive redundancy. Songs like "Goodnight," "Inside Me Anything" or the final "Tonight Can Be
Done" deserve all of your attention.
Giovanni Linke

IMPATTO SONORO (+ THE WEBZINE) - 2011 (Italia)
Messiah Complex is an amazing record in its own way. Surprisingly, almost deafening, its ability to be concise
and simultaneously tells a lot about the status of the Italian new wave, which, despite its continuous recurrence
to not too hidden typically British styles, can confirm year by year, our skill in customize it and make it "our
own". And so the Temple of Venus
introduce themselves, with strong rhythms
not only used to fill in, but also to improve
the structure of the song, basic when they
have to play a secondary role, more rugged
and complex when you must support the
carpet of those synths that New Order
managed with surprising wisdom in
composition. Today in Italy, only a few know
how to reproduce them in an appropriate
and updated way, and in this short list ToV
are right on top. Flashes of contemporary
electro-pop
("Hey
Stranger",
which
dramatically highlights the power of the
bass), hampered by a few beats in the
background of the indietronica in the more
relaxed songs ("Hide & Seek"), colors more
deeply a record strongly devoted first to
Curtis then to Peter Hook, but well anchored to an italian concept that comes to their bolognese origins.
More cautious and calm distortions and synthesizers alternate themselves in a complete and mature work,
which has both moments of dancing, loads of an unrivaled post-punk density in this 2011, and the most tearjerking ballad, where melancholy and a pinch of anger come together in a melting pot of emotions difficult to
ignore. Among choices of sound that really fits and aptly compositional worthy of the best 80s and 90s bands
(in its genre, of course), the band has everything it takes to remain in vogue for a few years, even within the DJ
sets. The english lyrics are functional to the cause, even though some songs in Italian could have strengthened
in terms of usability the entire album. But after all, this is a record that has nothing of radiophonic, so we should
not indulge in this paranoid ... great work!
CORRIERE DELLA SERA – 11th August 2011 (Italia)
New record issued by the band from Bologna

"Messiah Complex", the dark thrust of the Temple of Venus
Temple of Venus, from Bologna, have released a new album, "Messiah Complex". The band has been in
business since the mid-'80s, even though their discography has a few publications. The band, now reduced to
a duo, has always been into the dark wave beloved to the fans of bands like Joy Division and it is no
coincidence that the name Temple of
Venus is one of those discarded by Joy
Division when they became New Order.
Well, like Joy Division turned into New
Order, even the Temple of Venus have
abandoned the dark past to embrace a
kind of electro-wave that, in many
moments of the album, make us tap the
foor to its beat. A clear sign that the
rhythm of the Temple of Venus is
capturing. We will ignore the fact that
"Messiah Complex" is a concept album
that tells the story of Sandy-Sugar
Sandman, who wants may get lost in his
deeds, because what we want to point out
now is the audacity of this cd, which is for
sale online and in selected stores (even in
London and Edinburgh), a boldness that
combines electronic music with a warm human voice. Proof that sometimes the sun can rise in the darkest and
gloomiest nights. The band presented the album with a mini-tour in England, the birthplace of the genre. The
acceptance was excellent. That is not granted when we are talking of English people.
Andrea Tinti

YOUTHLESS FANZINE - 2011 (Italia)
The rediscovery of electro pop has brought such a new creative energy, as well as a surprising amount of new
releases. It's although necessary to point out that the quantity does not always go hand in hand with quality.
Among the many releases there are the italian Temple of Venus which show to be able to draw from different
branches of electronics, creating a concept album which shows a good potential, though not always able to
develop it.
Temple of Venus were born in 1997,
through several changes of line-up that
will lead to the formation of today's duo of
Piero Lonardo (vocals, bass, keyboards)
and Alessandro Montillo (Guitar, Backing
Vocals, drum programming). Initially
linked to the 80’s new wave (as evidenced
by the choice of the name), Temple of
Venus have released several CDs and
EPs, from Zig'D'Bomb (1997) from the
Promo 2004. They also worked on various
compilations that put themselves up in the
Italian and international electronic scene
(United Force of Phoenix and The Holy
Hour Compilation vol.1) in 2007. The
group released in 2011 this new album,
Messiah Complex, a concept album
whose main character is Sandy, the Sugar
Sandman.
In Messiah Complex some pure synth pop and space moments (Across the Stars) alternate with calls for a
tribal dance pop enriched in instruments such as guitar and bass (Hide and Seek). Overdose of synths, bass
and atmospheres that tend to the minimal techno show in Sugar Sandman and in Anything Inside Me, where a
futuristic atmosphere emphasizes the idea of a journey through space and time. There are songs like Hey
Stranger and Love’s a Thing You Can’t Heal From that linger in atmospheres that are lost, becoming too
repetitive and get lost in echoes and hypnotic bases. The length of the songs, which often lack of an internal
evolution, is likely to thwart the effect, losing that personal touch that you can hear, on the other hand, in the
first half of the record. Messiah Complex is a concept album that is partially able to develop its potential, falling
on the length of songs, that in the electro pop has always been a double-edged sword.
RE:FINE GROUP newsletter - 2011 (UK)

SHIVER WEBZINE - 2012 (Italia)
Ladies and Gentlemen, here are the Temple of Venus! Back on the scenes after a long silence, the musicians
from Bologna (the current line-up includes Piero Lonardo-vocals, bass, keyboards-, Federico Vanzini -guitarsand Alessandra Perri-backvocals), with the new record called Messiah Complex.
We left them in the wake of a new wave
revisited à la post-rock with "Promo 2004"
and we find them today again with a record
with the sounds that made the legendary
mancunian independent label Factory
Records, but with the addition of muscles
(using more electronic to mix textures and
some prog flicker).
So described, the album may look like a
mishmash of unedible genres - moreover,
all the lyrics are strictly in English – but
there is a still balance that makes this work
interesting and full of ideas: to us is a sort of
“new wave 2.0”, nothing revolutionary, but it
sounds as if Steven Wilson (Porcupine
Tree, Blackfield), decided to produce this
album, even the tone of voice of Piero
Lonardo sometimes looks like to Wilson’s.
To catch an idea of the work, just listen to songs like "Goodnight," " Anything Inside Me " or the final "Tonight
Can Be Done", perhaps the best track of the album and a real manifesto for a band that in their background
has always tried little variations on the theme, finding, in our opinion, the best balance with Messiah Complex. It
should be (alas) a concept album, but don’t think about it and dive into their synth-bass-guitar sounds, there will
be a pleasant surprise for sure!
Maurizio Narciso
OUTUNE.NET – 2012 (Italia) - Rating 4,5 out of 5 !
Temple of Venus, Piero Lonardo (Vocals, Bass, Keyboard) and Alessandro Montillo (Guitar, Backing Vocals,
Drum programming) are born in 1984 and in 2011 have released a new album entitled "Messiah Complex". It’s
the result of 4 years of hard work and has 9 songs with lyrics in English well executed and full of energy, which
bring to mind comparisons as important as New Order and Joy Division. "Messiah Complex" is an album that
alternate optimally faster songs, with
distortion and post-punk contours, with true
ballads.
The disc starti with "Across The Stars", a
synth pop song treated with linearity and
easy to listen and a relentless rhythm that
accompanies the listener bwteeen the over
7 minutes of his life. Guitar and bass,
instead, stand out in "Hide and Seek" by far
slower than the opening tune, you can also
find that rhythm in "Goodnight" with its
melancholic mood. Acceleration again with
"Sugar Sandman", the most successful
song of the album, "Anything Inside Me" and
"Hey Stranger" featuring dance shades.
Indie reflections in "Metropolitan". Conclude
the album "Love's A Thing You Can Heal
From" and "Tonight Can Be Done" hypnotic
and with techno influences.
"Messiah Complex" is a mature record, an example of italian Synth Pop that does not fear illustrious
comparisons and truly remarkable.
Alessandro Ghilarducci
Rating: 4,5 out of 5 !

SON OF MARKETING – 2012 (Italia) - 9,5 out of 10!
Electropop is back! This is the slogan that accompanies from long time articles and news about the latest
album of the historical darkwave band from Bologna, Temple of Venus. A musical project born in the eighties,
passes through them giving us post wave gems with shades imbued of dark music thanks to their first EPs that
preced that masterpiece of the darkwave in 2003 called “Endless?” which was followed by the equally beautiful
and intense “Promo 2004”. From that moment on, everything seems to fade or even stop. Temple of Venus
take their time to compose and record new material and officially became a duo, because of the leaving the
long time drummer Alfredo Ottavi. From that moment on, Piero Lonardo (founder and lead vocals of TOV) and
Alessandro Montillo (guitarist) have to do everything by themselves and apply, perhaps unconsciously, a major
change in style. Their music is steeped with the typical melancholic darkwave but acquires of "dancefloor
accelerations” thanks to a total use of drum machines helped at best by synthesizers. There began the
"gestation" of what would become the band's new album, a record that would mark a turning point and a further
artistic maturity of a long-living musical project. Messiah Complex was beginning to take shape!
In four years the band gains and is dedicated to a new sound, more electronic, without neglecting the beauty
and depth of those lyrics that made them
special over the years not only talking of
sound. Take birth the songs that will be part
of the track list, take birth “Across the stars”,
that opens the cd in a "mammoth" way, with
its initial crescendo. Voice, drum machines,
synths and guitars interweaves perfectly,
the electronic atmospheres immediately
capture the listener and invite him to listen
to one of the most beautiful songs ever
composed by Lonardo and co. “Hide &
Seek”. The relentless rhythm, the sounds
and the voice contribute to form that
hypnotic wall of sound that characterizes
this beautiful track and anticipates
“Goodnight”, real gem with the intense and
inspired voice of Piero that characterizes
and adorns one of the most beautiful tunes
ever composed by band.
“Sugar Sandman” suggests that Messiah Complex can be regarded almost as a sort of greatest hits compared
to the beauty of its sequential tracks, that follows one after the other increasing the appeal of the cd. It is also a
fundamental track because it speaks in first person of Sandy (The Sugar Sandman), a fictional character
created conceptually to dedicate him and his fantastic adventures the whole the album's content. We keep on
with “Anything inside me” and the straddling “Hey Stranger” hovering between electropop and 70’s disco, filled
with contemporary sounds and rhythms. Until the final “Tonight can be done”, you may find yourself immersed
in an apotheosis of synthesizers, drum machines, guitars and vocals well mixed on carpets so "digital" and
electronic. In all this it is impossible not to mention the package and the graphic of the CD made with skill by
Luca Nieddu.
It 's true, it took time to listen to a new record of this important Italian band, but it was worth it. I think about the
quality and cultural baggage that their music forwards and take the distance from the sonic garbage that on a
daily basus majors and radio served us, by making us believe that quality music, in our nation, does not exist. I
think of underground music, that is alive and continues to satisfy the palates of those who, like me, still see it as
artistic expression and not as a product designed to sell. I think of the continuous evolution of the Temple of
Venus, who are already living a new life thanks to a brand new line-up including new guitarist Federico
Alessandra Perri Vanzini and the backing vocals. In short, Electropop is back !
Michele Perrella
Rating: Michele 9,5/10 – Nico 7/10

SIDE-LINE – 2012 (Belgium)

ROSA SELVAGGIA - 2011 (Italia) – Yeaaahh it’s a bad one !!!
Their new wave shows veins of british-rock
style. Not by chance they went to play in the
Land of Albion where they certainly found
themselves more comfortable then in the
cold and granted italian music scene. The
guitars
develop
wave
conjectures
interleaved with singing in english, soft and
pliable without being too showy. An
essential and not too much complicated
rock-wave band, you can read some pauses
as an attempt to embrace multiple genres
while avoiding trivialization and to stay firm
on their well known paths. Anyway, the final
feeling is not very positive, the general static
does not produce great tunes, boredom
seems to bore the same notes focused on
their "electronic" path prepared at the table,
leaving little room for a bit of sane and
proper eccentricity.
Matteo "Pinhead" Chamey
QUADRIPROJECT - 2012 (Italia)
The TEMPLE OF VENUS project was born in Bologna in 1984.
It is said that the name is among those dropped by Joy Division before renaming themselves as New Order.
With these references, the band was due to bind to the of the early '80s new wave, proudly offering English
lyrics. A tough choice, in spite of fashions and homegrown conveniences, but that opened prospects to foreign
countries where our records have always been appreciated.
The line-up has changed many times since then. This current line-up: PIERO LONARDO (Vocals, Bass,
Keyboards) FEDERICO VANZINI (Guitars) ALESSANDRA PERRI (Backing Vocals)

But the present of TEMPLE OF VENUS is called MESSIAH COMPLEX.
The new CD, The fruit of 4 years of working, represents yet another turning point in our career.
The music of the TEMPLE OF VENUS has
once again evolved into new musical
frontiers, awestruck, with a great use of
electronic tools to enhance the vocals,
guitar and bass.
MESSIAH COMPLEX is in fact a concept
album and tells the adventures of SANDY
the Sugar Sandman, a sort of new Silver
Surfer, wandering among introspection,
fantastic travels and distorted realities. The
cd was preceded by some great live
performances, among which a couple of
mini-tour in London clubs.
Lastly, the valuable artwork created together
with Luca Nieddu and printed by RE-FINE of
London.

ACIDI VIOLA - 2012 (Italia)
The Temple Of Venus project has almost thirty years and You can feel it. It is not that bad, huh. You can feel (a
bit) those thirty years in their sounds and attitudes, especially in this album: Messiah Complex is a mix of synthpop and new wave where synths and drum machines meet together for just over fifty minutes. More than an
album it’s like a trip backward in time, fucking eighties, from a band that pays homage to that era even with
their name.
Starting with the voice reverbers from
“across the stars” (which closely remind you
of the Depeche Mode) and, then, by a
synth-pop blast you can imagine the music
directions taken by the trio. A single
electronic drum beat accompanies us until
almost five minutes from the start, when it
degenerates into a development that can
even look like drum'n'bass, with its drum
machine madness. And it is a drum that
becomes even more special in the next one
“hide & seek”, where the voice is a bit
reminiscent of Talk Talk’s "it's my life."
“Goodnight” has a post-rock structure,
uphill, with a very slowly development (as it
is “anything inside me”, track # 6): it moves
it first steps between synth and drum
machine that more that remind you more
than a "welcome" in an electronic nightmare than than a goodnight. It takes a while to start, but when it does it
gives you the feeling of waking up, coming out from that nightmare we were talking about.
And Messiah Complex is a concept centered on “Sandy the Sugar Sandman” adventures and the song
dedicated to him (called “Sugar sandman”, actually) it is the synth-pop manifesto of the band: five minutes
spent on a lunar dancefloor between a thousand robot dancing.
“Hey stranger” is a pop disco song, but an old style disco: just a little bit of mess and so many beautiful
atmospheres that grow together and that you can appreciate, even for their simplicity. Here is a little
reminiscence of New Order's "Crystal" with its bass that makes the song more original (as it had happened in
the beginning of the cd).
“Metropolitan” is still synth-pop, even though an evident punk soul: fast and repetitive, much more immediate.
While in “love's a thing you can not heal from” is up on the drums, almost drum'n'bass again, to speed things up
with a touch of distorted guitar. The speed of the record holds even in the final “tonight can be done”: a quick
final that could go along with something from the neapolitan Low-Fi.
It's a blast from the past, as we said before, that makes you almost nostalgic for the days when with a keyboard
you could resolve a lot of things and you succeed to be original indeed.

ONDAROCK - 2012 (Italia)
Being at their fourth record, a good decade faithful to self-production, Temple of Venus from Bologna are
among those (many) Italian realities forced to remain in a substantial oblivion despite they have nothing less
than their counterparts from UK or overseas.
Maybe penalized by a misleading presentation and a bit 'over the top’ - "Electropop is back!" is their motto,
although their sound is almost completely different from danceable melody to which the definition is generally
referred to – they come with " Messiah Complex "at their fourth record.
Launched at its best by exploiting social network and with an attractive digipack packaging – with a strong and
dynamic artwork, as little indicative for the musical product that surrounds - the album interprets the rules of
post-synthetic pop wave in the name of the digital evo, without hiding an obvious debt to post-punk and an
attitude with pure nostalgia.
A path that is substantially a classic for most of the indie bands acclaimed in England and in the U.S., that the
act led by Piero Lonardo frames, focusing on minimal and hypnotic structures so much to make it difficult - at
first listen - to distinguish tracks between them and to appreciate the entire work.
So in "Across The Stars", "Anything Inside
Me" and "Hey Stranger" it seems to hear the
New Order playing at their best in 2012, with
the classic bass-line ruling and melodies
facing more decadent than romantic. "Hide
And Seek" is a bit last Ultravox way and a
little Pet Shop Boys, while "Goodnight"
remind us of the latter, adding the heartbeat
of a great drum machine.
The more personal episodes are, with any
doubt, the ones the most free from this
style, as the sinister "Sugar Sandman"
(again with the bass guitar in close-up) and
the claustrophobic "Metropolitan". To get
away from the rest of the work are the final
couple, formed by the psycho-dance ride
"Love's A Thing You Can Heal From" and by
the leap in pure trance "Tonight Can not Be Done", which attempt successfully to deny what said earlier,
proposing an electro-pop (here the definition fits perfectly), modern and original, with all the credentials to
become, in the hands of a good remixer, a disco hit.
At the fourth attempt in studio, Temple Of Venus seem they have decided to get serious. "Messiah Complex" is
not an album that will startle at first hearing, which will made you cry a miracle, but a is good product that loves
to hide behind altogether accessible and "easy" sounds its true, refined nature.
Matteo Meda
Rating: 7
DARKROOM MAGAZINE - 2012 (Italia)
Officially born in far 1984, in full new-wave
mania, the Bolognese Temple Of Venus
have a long career full of self-productions
and CDr, and it is still in the self-releases
that we find them after 28 years. After a
lifetime of devotion to that new wave which
rightfully belong, Piero Lonardo and
Alesandro Montillo (the latter resigned after
the release of "Messiah Complex," but
already replaced by Federico Vanzini and
Alessandra Perri on guitars and backing
vocals) look to the future giving making a
strong change electro-oriented to their
sound, coloring a consolidated approach
with electro-goth colors, mixed with the
scratchy electricity of the six strings.
"Messiah Complex" it is not a sharp turn (it
has been released in 2011, for the records),
maybe towards more electronic Xymox, but a best assorted canvas where the synthetic rhythms play a very
important role while exploiting new sounds, while the electronics provides the subtle but present base for an

inspired and sharp guitar, with Piero skillful in arranging vocal scores well combined to hypnotic enveloping
and groovy flow of the tracks. You may like the physicality of the instrumental portions that the duo frequently
loves to set up, often in the form of a growing crescendo intensity, useful either to the dancefloors than to the
private listening, and it plays an important role the never-boring guitar of Alessandro. This not being trivial,
while making use of known solutions for sounds and arrangements, is their great weapon, who are able to bring
out a product so varied and complete, from the wonderful dramatic structures of "Hide & Seek" to the painful
"Goodnight", from the rhythmic and charismatic "Sugar Sandman" to the more wave-oriented "Metropolitan",
passing through the imaginative construction of "Love's A Thing You Can Heal From" to the final "Tonight Can
Be Done", the more electro tune with nervous rhythms. All episodes that work very well and have what it takes
to fully involve the fans of the movement, with the peak of the work represented by "Anything Inside Me" which
hits for maturity and creativity in all its parts. The road taken to look with serenity to their fourth decade of life is
the right one, and the Temple of Venus really seems to be missing just a few things: a strong label behind
them, a reasonable budget to make a further leap in the quality of production and even more courage to finally
break free of patterns and different heritages. Credit where credit, even for a remarkable digipack outfit (with
intriguing graphics) that ennobles the investment even more.
Roberto Alessandro Filippozzi
Rating: 7,5
STATIC MAGAZIN GERMANY - 2012 (Germany)

ALTER NATION - 2012 (Europe)

